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view this fundamental division. As an illustration of the
common sense tone of the book read the answer to the man
who would be his own God: "Are you quite sure that there is
no God? Who then made the heavens, the earth, the sun, the
stars, man, the world? Did all these things make themselves?
What would you say if some one showed you a house and
told you that it made itself? That he was either mocking or
raving. If a self made house is an impossibility, for a grea-

ter reason the house of our body, the house of the universe."
Some years ago, when irreligion seemed fashionable, a

gentleman met some sneering prefessional atheists at supper.
The clock was just striking when the believer was asked his
opinion on the existence of God. Gentlemen, he said, do
you hear the sound of that beautiful clock? "Yes," they re-

plied. "Well, said the gentlemen, the various parts that com-

pose that clock fell together of their own accord and produc-
ed that wonderful piece of mechanism." Why, that's absurd,
said the would be infidels. And not only that, he continued,
but the big town clock, which regulates this one also fell in-

to a happy combination and made itself. Still absurder, re-

plied the infidels, growing impatient; we did not expect the
amusement of being entertained this evening by the inmate
of some lunatic asylum. But that's not all. continued the
other man (who was not a lunatic); there is a bigger clock
than any one of these; it is a town clock for all towns; one
which regulates all other timekeepers; they call it the clock
of the universe. Its great dial, the sun, appearing regularly
morning after morning, awakens, quickens into activity and
regulates the whole world. And yet some lunatics in our
asylums claim that this great clock of the universe made it-

self." The infidels then became quite friendly. The believer
explained to them that just as it is unreasonable and absurd
to believe that a clock could exist and keep time without a
clock maker, so it is equally absurd and unthinkable to be-

lieve that earth, moon and stars could exist and move with
such clock-lik- e precison around the sun without the work of
aMaker's hand. The infidels, seeing at once the force of

the argument, admitted that they had never before stopped to
consider the matter in that common sense light.1'
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